TRAINING
THE INTELLIGENT WAY TO
STREAMLINE TRAINING
MANAGEMENT.
MAIN DESCRIPTION:
We understand keeping on top of your organisation’s
training activity is time consuming and often hard
work. Our Training modules smart automation cuts
back on administration time and provides users with
an easy to use training management matrix. The
matrix allows you to instantly view, schedule and edit

KEY FEATURES:

your training courses across your organisation. In
addition, the module allows you to manage employee
certiﬁcations, notify participants of upcoming
training, track employee course completions and
obtain instant reports and KPI’s.

>

Simple visual trafﬁc light matrix to monitor training requirements
and status.

>

Manage and schedule all employee training from one central location.

>

Automatically create course sign-in sheets and notify participants and key
administrators.

>

Store and manage all certiﬁcates and relevant documentation against
employee records/ training courses.

>

Fully user conﬁgurable allowing you to create your own courses, groups,
and set notiﬁcations.

>

Integrate with third party online Learning Management Systems (LMS) for
improved reporting.

BENEFITS:
INTEGRATION
We’re an integrated solution where information can freely ﬂow from module to module without
duplicating work. Your users training records can be easily pulled directly into investigations and further
integrations with our Risk and Method Statement modules.

FLEXIBILITY
Completely user conﬁgurable, our team will work with you at implementation to ensure the system is set
up to best match your process and workﬂow, while ensuring you have the ability as administrators to edit
and update any of the conﬁgurable settings. This means a change in process does not mean you need start
again with a new development project.

TRAINING

REPORTING
Understanding your organisations training statistics and KPI’s gives you the power to ensure your
employees are trained correctly, reducing lost time and ensuring a safe and secure working environment.
Effective allows you to move away from reactive reporting with instant data and statistics providing the
tools to proactively change behaviour.

COMPREHENSIVE MODULE OFFERING
Training is just one of 19 product modules that are available. Whatever your industry sector, whatever your
challenge, Effective’s comprehensive range of product modules is sure to provide you with the tools to streamline
your entire health and safety procedures.
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